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Coin collection for sale near me

OK you spent years maybe decades creating a collection. Or maybe you've just inherited a few coins from your grandmother, grandfather, or Mildred aunt. Whatever the case may be you are interested in trading them for cash. Let me first tell you what not to do. Do not take them to a pawn shop, do not take them to a Cash 4 gold type store (unless they are Cull), and for heaven's sake.. don't spend them at
face value. First thing you need to find out how much your coins are worth. After you read this article use our website to manage your coin collection. Other options include receiving the Red Book (fixed link). Don't clean your coins! Cleaing them automatically makes them worth less. A coin with a few small dings that have not been cleaned is worth more than a coin without dings, but has been cleaned.
Once you've come across and figured out what your coins are worth in a healthy market, you'll need to find a place to sell them. Instead of posting them on craigslist, we suggest you sell them on a coin market, or take them by your local coin agent. Consider 3 main ways to sell your coins. 1.) Sell to a coin shop - Now coin dealers will buy them for less than they are worth, and this is normal. If the guy/gal
runs coin stores buying them for fair value then he can't sell them and make a profit. They're running a business, not a charity, right? So how much less will the guy give you? Also between 20%-40% less to give a fair range. Please allow the owner to explain why he offered what he offered, and if you think something stinks just leave. It's no big deal. However, most shop owners tend to be fair assuming you
go there expecting to receive a little less than the real value of the currency. If you are looking to get rid of a lot of coins, really quickly, then a coin shop can be a good solution. Don't be afraid to let the owners know (politely) that you are shopping for coins around different stores. 2.) Physical Auctions - You may want to find an auction and see if the auction house is interested in listing your collection. Of
course they will charge a flat fee or a percentage of the normal sales value. 3.) Online Auctions or Marketplace - This may be the best option in general for those who want to get the most for their coins and are not limited by time restrictions. Selling your coins one at a time, month after month and maybe five is the best way to get the most out of your coin collection or coins. But where? We recommend not
using eBay or feeBay as many people call it. The fees for listing and selling a coin on eBay are brink of outrageous. Just trust us on this. Unless you are an expereinced eBay user ignore them. So where do you sell online? We've listed a few sites below as reliable fair alternatives to feeBay. Fair Coin Markets Great Collections Found online GreatCollections.com this website allows you to sell your coins for
a low fee. 0% for coins over $1,000 or 5% for less than $1,000. They also offered classification, storage and a healthy market in early 2013. Teletrade Find online Teletrade.com this site also allows you to sell your coins for a low fee, and offers a nice shipment option. They also offer advance money, but we're not sure how this works, and so we suggest against it. Heritage Auctions Found online
Coins.Ha.com at Heritage Sale is the largest in terms of overall sales. They sell nearly $1 billion worth of items (not just coins) each year. They are £600 koalas in the room. Closing... We hope that we have been able to help you on the right track in terms of giving you a better ability to sell your coins properly, and hopefully get as much money as possible for them. Again be sure to use our website to
manage your coin collection. It's free, and very easy to use. It also has a nice feature that shows you how much your total collection is worth. Thanks for reading. Find Coin Values All US Dollar Coins All US Halves All US Quarters All US Dimes All US Nickels You are here: Home &gt; United States Coins &gt; Collections &amp; Sets Us collectible coins sets range from limited run coins such as wartime
silver nickels produced in the 1940s to Morgan Silver Dollars and specialty U.S. Mint coin collections. Each set is carefully guarded and handsome in individual plastic casings, display books or display boards to create an attractive addition to your collection and preserve their value. If possible, coins have been independently certified by NGC or PCGS for authenticity. Many sets, such as war nickel, make
great gifts for historical buffs as they include rare versions of popular U.S. coin coins. Whether collected or invested, U.S. coin collections provide a unique opportunity to own a piece of history. If you have any questions or concerns about choosing a U.S. coin collection, don't hesitate to contact our knowledgeable support staff today. Keep in mind that each ship orders are free, and we have a retail store in
Signal Hill, California if you're nearby and want to consider our services in person! January 4th, Wonder where to sell your coin collection for the most cash? It is easy to sell your coin collection or real estate from the privacy of your home. If you are looking to sell your entire collection to a trusted online buyer with over 30 years of buying experience from the public, you have found the right place. We are a
leading coin buyer on the Internet. No collection is too small or too large. We buy rare coins as well as popular coins without the delay of shipment and the hassle of eBay - and at a reasonable price. Click the CONTACT US button below and let us know what you have. Top 10 Most Wanted Coins i see a strong demand for most currencies, especially US coins and gold or silver coins from all over the world.
In short, if your collection includes silver and/or gold coins, we are buyers. We like real estate or collection of: Rare Coins Coins Any silver dollar classified PCGS or NGC Coins ANY Silver Coins ANY Pre-1900 USA Coins ANY Indian Head Pennies ANY Gold Coins ANY Silver Coins Early Civil War-era coin collections, unopened US Mint silver or gold commemoratives, and rare single coins Are old coins
valuable? Yes, some (but not all) are. Some of the most valuable coins are gold and silver, but even coins, nickel and coins - bag changes - can have a lot of value. Learn how to sell your coin collection. For large collections, we can travel for you. We are located in the Nashville area, Tennessee. What coins are worth the money? Not every old coin is valuable. A 100-year-old coin can only be worth a dollar
or less. However, some coins are worth an asset. But, like a winning lottery ticket, they are very, very rare. Factors that determine the value of a coin include scarcity and conditions. A popular coin, early 20th century may not be worth much at all in poor conditions, but in brand new mint conditions it can be worth a lot. An 1889 Morgan silver dollar may be popular, but an 1889-CC can be worth a lot of
money. The difference is scarcity. Very few 1889-CC Margans were cast, while a lot of popular 1889 was made. We can help you figure all this out, and will be happy to make you a fair supply agent if you decide to sell. If you are looking to know where to sell coin collections for the most money, the answer is to get an online coin buyer like us. We have a large national customer of collectors who want to
add to their collection. A small local coin agent just can't compete with a national buyer. They don't have a big enough market. What coins have no value? A few coins that are not sold too well at this time are popular dates, Lincoln coins circulating, nickel on popularity, coins with dates after 1965, quarters from the last few years, and popular Eisenhower dollars. These are VERY common. We don't buy
these unless we have to be part of a larger collection of good coins. Most Wanted This Week A coin coin in 1943 was one of the most desirable of rare U.S. coins. If you have one, let us know about it! BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS! U.S. Mint Gold Buffalos have a lot of demand and are looking to buy, circulate or non-circulating conditions, classified or not. US Mint gold bullion coins, St Gaudens gold
coins, Liberty gold coins and others are looking to buy. From popular to rarest days like 1893CC Morgan, we want your Morgan collection. We have prepared a sales guide for Morgans. We buy Peace silver dollars, grading or un classified, in any quantity. We buy quarterly collections in any quantity. SEE OUR WISH LIST From the first chest coins Modern Roosevelts, we buy them all. From early nickel
shields to modern Jefferson nickels, we buy them all. From top hat bust half a dollar to modern kennedy half dollar, we buy them all. All. Both.
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